APPENDIX A: THEORETICAL SPECIFICATION
OF THE SALTER MODEL
This appendix provides more technical inforniation on the SALTER model's
theoretical structure described in Chapter 1. A complete list of equations, variables,
and coefficients and parameters is included. Equations are found in Table A l ,
variables in Table A2 and coefficients and parameters in Table A3. The equations of
the SALTER model are numbered with a letter S prefix and are grouped by major
topic with an additional letter.
A primer for linearising the SALTER model is also provided, along with examples of
how particular classes of equations are derived.

A.l

Notation

All lower case variables are measured in percentage or absolute changes. Upper case
symbols correspond to the actual levels of variables.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the set of variables is partitioned into an exogenous subset
and an endogenous subset. The exogenous variables in a typical long run closure are
listed separately in Table A4.
Unless specified otherwise, items described in the tables are indexed by country z =
I,...$. The model structure is the same for all S regions modelled.
In general, geographical references are confined to superscripts. Most variables and
parameters are specific to one of the S modelled regions and are superscripted z (z =
1,...,S). Other possible superscripts are D ('domestically produced' - shortened to
'domestic'), I ('imported'), and W ('world').
Geographical references are of necessity more complex when a traded entity needs to
be distinguished by both source and destination. The letters z = 1,...,S and s = 1,...,S
have been used to differentiate source from destination regions. A superscript z is
used to index import variables where the imports are coming into region z. The
source of these imports is indexed by a subscript s. A superscript z is also used to
index export variables where the exports are being sent from region z. The
destination of those exports is indexed by a subscript s.
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Thus, when looking at variables describing bilateral trade, in which a regional
reference appears in both the superscript and subscript, it is useful to remember that
exported goods are sent from 'top to bottom' while imported goods are sent from
'bottom to top'.
A matching convention is used in the TABLO code used to implement the model. In
the TABLO names (also listed in Table A2) for bilateral trade variables, two regional
index letters need to appear side by side. An example from Table A2 is ES(I,Z,S),
the TABLO name for the export volume of good i from region z to region s. In
interpreting these names, it is useful to remember that exported goods are sent from
'left to right' (outwards, in some sense) while imported goods are sent from 'right to
left' (inwards).
Subscripts are also used to specify the commodity (i), factor of production (k) and/or
industry (j) characterising the main symbol.
Upper case subscripts generally indicate a particular use in final demand or another
macroeconomic aggregate - that is, X ('intermediate demand'), C ('household
cansumption'), G ('government consumption'), K ('investment demand'), E ('export
demqnd') and Q ('aggregate supply'). An A stands for 'aggregate' and F for
'international transport' or 'freight'.
A.2 Writing SALTER model equations as linear approximations in
percentage changes

Most equations in the SALTER model are linear first-order approximations to an
underlying level function, and in which the variables are expressed in percentage
changes. An underlying production function may be written:
y = f(Xl'X2)

where Y is output and X, and X2 are the levels of inputs 1 and 2 used in production.
The above relation may be written as a linear first-order approximation by a process
of logarithmic differentiation:

y=

EIXl

+ E2X2

where y = 100 ~ Y I Y ,xl = 100 dXl/Xl and x2 = 100 dX,/X2 are the percentage
changes in output, input 1 and input 2, respectively. Parameters E, and E~ are the
elasticities of output with respect to the use of inputs 1 and 2, respectively. The
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linear expression, which treats
and E~ as constant, involves an element of
approximation in the event that E, and E~ in fact vary as production varies.
Two rules are used extensively in deriving the SALTER system of equations. Using
logarithmic differentiation, a product expressed in levels is translated into the sum of
the percentage changes in the components of the product. Thus an expression for the
value of commodity X such as:

where X is the quantity of a commodity, P its price and V its value, results in the
following expression after taking log differentials:
d log V = d log P + d log X

--+-V

P

X

and multiplying through by 100 gives

v=p+x
where v, p and x are the percentage changes in V, P and X, the variables expressed
in level terms.
An additive relation in the levels of the variables results in a share-weighted
expression when expressed in percentage changes. For example, differentiating the
following simple relation between income, consumption and savings:

Y=C+S
where Y is income, C is consumption and S is savings, yields:

Taking relative changes, results in:

where y, c and s are percentage changes in the level variables Y , C and S
respectively. Such a relation is sometimes expressed in the SALTER equation system
in this form. Alternatively, it may be written as
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where Sc = CIY and Ss = S / Y are the shares of each component of the levels sum
in the levels total.
This rule applies to many national accounting equations; sums of aggregates
expressed in levels become share-weighted sums of the percentage changes in the
aggregates. This principle applies to aggregations such as that of primary factors
(equations SA9-1 I), many of the national accounting identities (SD group of
equations), and even the zero pure profit and market clearing conditions (equations
SB1 and SC1).
Calculating changes in demand resulting from a CES aggregating
function

A simple example is used to illustrate how the linearised demand functions in
equation group SA are derived. In these equations, the decision-maker is assumed to
minimise the cost of acquiring a quantity X of a commodity by choosing among
different sources or varieties of this good(Xl and X2). The problem can be written:

min Y = GX1 + P2X2

The Lagrangian function is written

where A is the shadow cost to the objective of an extra unit of the aggregate X
defined in the constraint. The first order conditions are:

Multiplying through by Xi and summing over i gives:

Since the square bracket term is equal to X" this simplifies to:

where P is the price of aggregate X, since it is the expenditure on X divided by the
quantity commodity aggregate. Dividing the first order condition by P = A and
rearranging, we get:
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Let o = (1 - a)-' be the elasticity of substitution between Xl and X2. Taking
logarithms, we have
o(1n 4 - In P ) = o l n pi + In X - In Xi

Pi

Holding o and
constant and differentiating yields the following expression in
percentage changes:

where lower case letters are the percentage change equivalents of the corresponding
upper case variables. The Armington part of the intermediate and final demand
equations follow this structure.
Calculating price indexes

We use the price of an imported aggregate for consumption to illustrate how price
indexes are derived. We want to show:

s=l

We start with the calculation of an aggregate in terms of levels:

The total value of imports for consumption is equal to the sum of imports from all
sources. The corresponding percentage change expression is:

We now show that
s=l

Using the demands for each disaggregated commodity in equation SA15:
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Upon distributing the first sum operator in the right hand side, the round parenthesis
term disappears, leaving cf which we required in equation (3).
Equation (2) can be rewritten by distributing the sum operator:
s=l

s=l

The second terms on each side of equation (6) are equal; therefore

Calculating the change in the contribution of a tax to government
revenues

We use the contribution of export taxes to government revenues from commodity
taxes as an example of how to derive the contribution equations in group SE. The
contribution to government revenues of the export tax on commodity i to region s
can be written (in levels):
RLEis -

EZ
TZ
Eis Eis
R~~

where EiiS is the taxable value of commodity i exported to region s; Tiis is the
corresponding export tax rate;
is the contribution of export taxes on
commodity i to region s; and kTis aggregate commodity tax revenue.

R L ~ ~ ~

Lower case letters in the following expression are percentage changes in the
corresponding level variables except for tLis which is the percentage change in
power of the export tax applied by region z. he linear expression is:

However, this expression is undefined for Tiis = 0, so the term EiiS Tiis is
distributed, yielding an expression like equation SE11, where the contribution of all
export taxes is calculated as the simple sum of the contribution of taxes on individual
commodities. This principle is applied to all equations describing the contribution of
taxes to government revenues.
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Using shift terms and ratios

Some behavioural rules in the SALTER model are determined using ratios. In many
cases, these ratios are used with the closure to define the economic environment
under which adaptations are made.
For example, the wage rate in a region may be free to vary or may be held fixed in
real or nominal terms. This is captured in equation SD11 as

GL

is set
If the parameter
is assigned a value of unity and if the shift term
exogenously to zero, the equation simply states that the percentage change in the
nominal wage w; equals the percentage change in the consumer price index cpiz.
Thus the wage is held fixed in real terms, by being indexed to the consumer price
index. If the parameter /$, is assigned a value of zero and if the shift term
is set
exogenously to zero, the equation states instead that the nominal wage is held fixed.

GL

Alternatively, if the parameter /$, is assigned a value of unity and if the shift term
is left free to vary endogenously, this cuts the link between nominal wages and
the consumer price index. This is typically used to model wage flexibility in longrun closures of the model.

GL

Technical change

Technical change is allowed to affect the efficiency of:

1 . intermediate inputs as a whole;

2. value added as a whole;

'

3. individual components of value added; and
4.

all inputs to production as a whole.

Technical change is modelled through variables a, where t indicates the type of
technical change and j indicates the industry in which technical change occurs.
Setting variables a i j = -1(t = X for intermediate inputs) results in a 1 per cent
decrease in the requirements for all intermediate inputs per unit of output in industry
j (whether domestic or imported). Setting a; = -1 ( t = P for primary factors) results
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in a 1 per cent decrease in the requirements for all primary factors per unit of
output in all industries. Setting a: = -1 results in a 1 per cent decrease in the
requirements for both intermediate inputs and primary factors per unit of output in
industry j (see equations SA1-2 and SA6-8).
Technical change is also assumed to affect the use of individual primary factors. As
seen in equation SA8, a technical change improving the efficiency of labour in
industry j by 1 per cent results in a decrease in labour requirements per unit of
output by 1 - q;, ( 1 - Sij ). This value may turn out to be positive or negative,
depending on the primary factor substitution elasticities and factor shares. At the
same time, however, the use of capital per unit of output in industry j decreases by
qlj
according to equation SA7. As the efficiency of labour is increased, labour
becomes relatively cheaper than capital in efficiency units, so there is substitution
away from capital.

stj

Absolute change variables and ratios

QF

Some variables are defined as the absolute change of a ratio. For example
is the
ratio of government held bonds A():
to total government receipts (R":,
multiplied
by 100, and d ~ is ythe absolute change in this ratio variable, measured in
percentage points.
Government net interest receipts are equal to the product of the bond rate and
government bond ownership. In level form, this can be written as

where Q ; ~is ~the ratio of net interest income to total government receipts,
multiplied by 100, and R; is the rate of return of bonds, measured as a fraction
rather than a percentage (eg. where 0.035 denotes a 3.5 per cent real return on
bonds).
Differentiating the above equation gives:
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Since Q,RGz - R'Q~", the second terms on both sides of the equation are equal;
B B
simplifying yields equation SE5, where the level of the bond rate RB in that equation
is still measured as a fraction, but where the variable representing the absolute
change in the bond rate d ~ ini that equation is equal to 100. d ~ above,
i
and hence is
denominated in percentage points. The principles demonstrated in this example are
applied in equations SD3, 6, 8, SEl, 5, 13, SG1-3, 8 and 10.
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Table A l : Equations in the SALTER model

No

TABLO name

Range

Equation

SA Demands for commodities
Firm demand for domestic intermediate inputs

Firm demand for imported intermediate inputs

Intermediate demand for imported intermediate inputs, by source

Producer price of commodity i

z = 1,...,S
I*

(Continued on next page)

Table A l : Equations in the SALTER model
No

TABLO name

Range

Producer price of imported commodity i

Industry demand for land
SA6

Dm-LAND

Industry demand for capital
SA7

DEM-CAPITAL

Industry demand for labour

Aggregate demand for land
SA9

AGGLAND

z = 1,...,S

Aggregate demand for capital
1.

SAlO AGGCAP

z = 1,...,S

Equation

Aggregate demand for labour
SA11

AGGLAB

z = 1,...,S

'

Household demand for commodity aggregates

Household demand for domestic commodities

Household demand for imported commodity aggregates

Household demand for imported commodities, by source
SAl5

CON-DEM-SEC

i = 1,...,J

s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S
Consumer price of composite imported commodities
1, =
' ~ i

C s"Cis P"Cis
S

s=l

(Continued on next page)

Table A l : Eauations in the SALTER model

No

TABLO name

Range

Equation

Price paid by consumers for commodity i
DzDz

Iz

Iz

P;., = sci PCi + sci PCi
Government demand for domestic commodities

Government demand for imported commodity aggregates
SA19 GOV-USE-IMP

Government demand for imported commodities, by source

Price paid by the government for composite imported commodities
=

2 S"

p"

Cis Gis

Price paid by the government for composite commodities

Investment demand for domestic commodities

Investment demand for imported commodity aggregates

Investment demand for imported commodities, by source

Price of imported commodities used in investment

I

(Continued on nexr page)
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No

TABLO name

Range

Price of composite commodities used in investment

SB Zero pure profit conditions
.Zero profit condition for each industry
SB 1

.

ZEROPROFITS

Aggregated technical change
SB2

TECHNICAL-CH

Landed duty-paid price of commodity i imported from source s by region z
SB3

BASICPIMP

Landed duty-paid price of imported commodity aggregate i

Equation

Producer price of imported intermediate commodities

Producer price of domestic intermediate commodities

Consumer price of imported commodities, by source

Consumer price of domestic commodities
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Table A l : Equations in the SALTER model
No

TABLO name

Range

Price paid by the government for imported commodities, by source

Price paid by the government for domestic commodities

SB 10 PR-GOV-DOM

i = 1,...,I
= 1,...,S

Z

Price of imported commodities used in investment, by source

SBl 1 PR-INV-SEC

i = 1,...,I
s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

Price of domestic commodities used in investment

Export price (fob) of commodity i exported by z to s

SB13 PREXPORT
I.

Equation

World currency landed duty-free price of imported commodities into region z, by source
SB 14 FORCURRLDFPR

Price of international freight (in world currency)
SB15

PRFREIGHT

-

SC Market clearing conditions
Market clearing condition for domestic commodities

J
SCl

EQDOMCOM

Dz

Dz

Z

q =

j=1

SQxo xij

Dz

Dz

Dz

+ SQKi inv.1 +

Dz

SQci ci

Dz

z

+ SQEi expi +

Dz

Dz

s,,,Iz

govu

SaCi govi

Imports of commodity i from region s
J

imp: =

.
C scxiSjxiSj+ sMKis
mvk + s,,,
Iz

Iz

Iz

Iz

Iz

cis +

Iz

j=1

Labour employ ment rate
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Table A l : Equations in the SALTER model

No

TABLO name

Equation

Range

SD Household income aggregates, supply of primary factors
Aggregate household income
SD1

HHOLD-INCOME

z = 1,...,S

Labour income
SD2

LABR-INCOME

Property income
SD3

PROPY-INCOME

Equity income
SD4

EQY-INCOME

Gross fixed capital earnings
SD5

FIXD-CAPL-EARNINGS

F;KV

Household interest income
SD6

HHOLD-INTT-INCOME

Household disposable income
SD7

HHOLDDISPBLE-INCOME

z = 1,...,S

fz

DKV

=

2Fz
j=1

z

DKVj (wKl+

fij)

Disposition of household disposable income
SD8

DISPN-HHOLD-INCOME

z = 1,...,S

Pre-transfer household disposable income
SD!J

HHOLD-PRIVTE-INCME

z = 1,...,S

Labour supply
SDlO LAB-SUPPLY

Wage equation
SDl 1 WAGES

SE Government budget
Government receipts
SE1

GOW-REmS

Income tax
SE2

INCOME-TAX
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Table A l : Equations in the SALTER model

No

TABLO name

Range

Equation

Revenue from tax on labour income

SE3

TAX-LABR-INCOME

Revenue from tax on property income

SE4

TAX-PROPY-INCOME

z = 1,...,S

Government net interest receipts

Contribution of taxes on intermediate commodity use to commodity tax revenue
1 J I
Dz
. = I , ...,S
r ~ x RGT
= ~j=li=l
z z [YDz~t..
Y. .+ T ~ ( ~ ~ + p f s=l
z ) + f [ E ~ t ~ + q ~ ~ ( ~ ~ + p f
Contribution of consumption taxes to commodity tax revenue

Contribution of taxes on government commodity purchases to commodity tax revenue

SE8

REVGOV

Contribution of investment taxes to commodity tax revenue

Contribution of industry taxes net of subsidies to cortlmodity taxarevenue
SElO

REVINDT

z = 1 , ...,S

Contribution of export taxes on commodity i exported to region s to commodity tax revenue

Contribution of import duties to commodity tax revenue

Disposition of government receipts
SE13

DISPN-GOVT-RECTS

z ,= 1, ...,S

Gz z
YGT

RD

G
YGz
o L ~ L+ RDZdes
+

'

Gz z

YGT

Current government outlays
SE14

GOVT-CURRNT-OUTLS

z = 1, ...,S

Commodity tax revenue net of industry subsidies
SE15

GOVREVCOMM

z = 1 , ...,S
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Table A l : Equations in the SALTER model

No

TABLO name

Range

Labour income tax rate

Property income tax rate
SE17 RATE-TAX-PROPY-INCOME

z = 1,...,S

Transfer payments from governments to households
SE18

TRANSFERS-GOVT-HHOLD

z = 1,...,S

SF International trade
Demand by region s for commodity exports of region z
SF1

EMPREGSEC

i = 1,...,l
s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

Aggregate imports, by commodity, at landed duty-free prices in world currency
SF2

IMPFOBCOMM

1.

Aggregate imports, from region s to region z, at landed duty-free prices in world currency

Equation

SF3

IMP-FOB-SEC

Import volume index, basic value weights
S

Aggregate exports in value from region z at fob prices, by commodity
P

SF5

expi?
=
I

EXPFOBCOMM

s=l

sZ
z 1 + siIFi
(plDz + 5')
Elis (P'Eis + expis

Aggregate exports by region z to region s at fob prices, by destination
SF6

EXPFOBSEC

Region z export volume of commodity i
SF7

EXPORTDEMAND

Aggregate imports at landed duty-free prices in world currency
SF8

IMPFOB

Real aggregate imports
SF9

REALIMP

z = 1,...,S

z
impAR
= imp: - ipiz
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Table A l : Eauations in the SALTER model

No

TABLO name

Range

Equation

Aggregate exports at fob prices
SF10

EXPFOBZ

Real aggregate exports

Terms of trade
SF12

TERMS-OF-rn ADE

z = 1,...,S

Contribution to terms of trade of price variation between commodities
SF13

CONTRN-?TRADE-COMMY

z = 1,...,S

Contribution to cttcr of commodity ,i

Contribution to terms of trade of export variety price variation
SF15

CONTRN-T1:RADE-VAR-X

Contribution to cttvxr of commodity i

z = 1,...,S

z

ttz = epiZ - e - ipiZ

Contribution to terms of trade of import variety price variation

Contribution to cttvmr of commodity i

Price index for exports, by region and commodity
3

epi; =

CsZ
pZ
EIis Eir

+

z
Dz
-e z
s ~ ~ ~ i p i

World price index for exports, by commodity

World export price index
SF21

WORLD-EXPT-PRINDEX

-

Price index for imports of non-margin commodities, by region and commodity
SF22

IMPRINDEX-NONTRD

(Continued on next page)

Table A l : Equations in the SALTER model

No

TABLO

name

Range

Equation

Demand for freight
SF23

DEMAND-FREIGHT

i = 1,...,I
= 1,...,S

Z

Total demand for world freight
I

SF24

WORLD-FREIGHT

Export volume index, basic value weights, excluding intra-region exports and margins exports

Duty rate
SF26

DUTY-RATE

Export tax rate
SF27

EXPORT-TAX-RATE

i = 1 , ...,I
= 1, ...,S
s = 1,...,S
Z

S

Z

SG International capital mobility
World net ownership of bonds

Net ownership of bonds in region z

Y

' ~ Q F+ A;~'

HZ

YHz

= yD d p B

HZ HZ

+ A~

+

RFdQiG~

yD

GZ z
+

A~ YGT

Household wealth composition
Hz H z

= AE

Hz

YHz

aE +YD dQs

Hz Hz

+ A B yD

Equity in productive assets

SG4

EQY

Equity price index

Value of physical capital

SG6

VALURCAPL

(Continued on next page)
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Table A l : Equations in the SALTER model

No

TABLO name

Range

Equation

Value of farm land
SG7

z

a , = pmr

VALUE-LAND

z

+ fLM

Household wealth accumulation
SG8

HHOLD-WEALTH-ACCN

~ ' ' ~ a=" (~A H z- ClHz SHz T ) p ?
f.

+ ClH z YDHz TdQsYHz

+ClHz SHz TcpiZ+ C2Hz SHz T ( $
Household asset price index
SG9

HHOLD-ASST-PRINDX

Government wealth accumulation
SG 10 GOVT-WEALTH-ACCN

Iilternational interest parity
SG 11 INTERNL_INTI'-PARY

Equity bond parity

SG 12 EQY-BOND-PARY

- cpiz)

Abnormal rate of return on capital
SG 1 3 ABNL-RETN-CAPL

Rental price of capital
SG 14 RENTL-PRICE-CAPL
Rental price of land
Z
dRE
= R w z - pmr
B M

(

SG 15 PRICE_LAND

1

Expected rate of change in average rate of return on capital

SG 16 EXPDRATE-RETN-CAPL

z = 1, ...,S

Average rate of return on capital
SG 17 AVGE-RATE-RETN-CAPL
Equilibrating rates of return on capital
SG 1 8 EQN-RATE-RETN-CAPL

1.

(Continued on nexl page)

Table A l : Equations in the SALTER model

No

TABLO name

Range

Average rate of abrlormal return on capital

Expected rate of change in rate of return on equity

Expected rate of change in bond rate

SH National macroeconomic indicators
Expenditure on gross domestic product
SH 1

EXPRE-GDP

z = I ,...,S

Gross domestic product at factor cost
SH2

GDPFACTCOST

z = 1,...,S

Gross national expenditure
1.

SH3

GROSS-NATL-EXF'RE

Aggregate net primary factor income

z =

I ,....,S

Equation

SH4

NET-FACING

Real GDP
SH5

REALGDP

Real gross national expenditure
SH6

REALGNE

Real net national expenditure
SH7

R-NAT-EXP

z = 1,...,S

Real aggregate household disposable income
SH8

REALDISPY

z = 1,...,S

Real aggregate household consumption expenditure
SH9

REALCONS

z = 1, ...,S

Aggregate nominal investment
SHlO AGGINV
Depreciation of the capital stock

(Continued on next page)
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Table A l : Equations in the SALTER model

No

TABLO name

Range

Real government purchases of commodities
SH 12 GOVDEMCOM

z = 1, ...,S

Consumer price index
SH 13 WALCPI

z = 1, ...,S

Price index for investment goods
SH14 PURPCAP

z = 1, ...,S

Price index for government purchases
SH 15 GOVPRCOM

z = I, ...,S

Price index for exports (fob)
SH 16 EXPPRIND

z = 1, ...,S

Landed duty-free price index for imports (cif, world currency)
SH 17 IMPPRIND
Primary factor price index
1

.

SH 18 FACT,<-PRIC'E_INDEX

z = I , ...,S

Equation

Gross domestic product price index
SH 19 PRICE-INDEX-GDP

z = I,...,S

Price index for gross national expenditure

Primary factor employment

Gross domestic product, nominal
SH22 GROSS-DOMC-PRODT

Gross national product
SH23 GROSS-NATLJRODT

National income
SH24 NATL-INCOME

Net interest income

National consumption expenditure
I'

(Continued on next page)

Table A l : Equations in the SALTER model
No

TABLO name

SH26 NATL-CONSN-EXPRE

Range
z = 1,...,S

Equation

c;c; + z;

National saving
SH27 NAT-SAVINGS

z = 1,...,S

ride,"

+SAV'~' = Y

~

~ +QS Hz yD
YNz

z
+ R : ~ ~ Q :+~S ~GzYGT

National consumption price index

Real national income in region z

SI Instruments to define different economic environments
Ratio of public to private expenditure
SI1

PRIVPUB

z
$ = g z - hGpE

z = 1,...,S

Ratio of net income from abroad to GDP
S12

RATIO-Y CABGDP

z = 1,...,S

GDP; d e E p

+ Y;

gdp; = yzde:

+Y

; ~ ~

Ratio of government current account surplus to GDP
It

S13

RATIO-GCUAS-GDP

z = I,...,S

CAz

G D P ~dQGDp + S

Gz

z

gdpN =

RE~Q:~'
+S

Gz z

yGT

Ratio of net capital inflow to GDP

Ratio of balance of trade to GDP
SI5

RATIO-BAL-TRADE-GDP

BTz

G D P ~d~~~~

+ TB'

gdpk = EXP'A exp; - IMP;

SJ Global macroeconomic indicators
World gross product
S

SJ 1

WORLDGROSS-PRODUCT

WGP wgpN =

C GDP; gdpk

World income
SJ2

WORLD INCOME

World consumption price index
SJ3

WORLD-CONSN-PRINDX

C W wcpi =

;
C"
-(ncpiz
z=1

Real world income
SJ4

-e z )

E

WORLD-FEAL-INCOME

(Continued on next page)
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Table A l : Equations in the SALTER model
No

TABLO name

Range

Equation

World net income from abroad
SJ5

WORLD-NET-Y-ABROAD

World net capital inflow
KA

WGp NGDp
+ WKA wgpN =

S

C GDP',d

~ g +;

z
S

KA' gdp;

z=1

z=1

World capital stock
SJ7

WORLD-CAPL-STOCK

World real investment

WIE winvR =
World factor price index
SJ9

WGDPFEQ

c"w;
mz

invZ
TR
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Table A2: Variables in the SALTER model
Variable
Range
TABLO name
Disaggregated quantities

el?
C.Dz

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

CONT(1,Z)

Consumer demand for aggregate commodity i in region z
(real)

# i = 1. ...,
I

COND(I,Z)

Consumer demand for domestic commodity i in regionz
(real)

# i = 1 , ...J
z = 1,...,S

CONI(1,Z)

Consumer demand for imported aggregate commodity i in
region z (real)

# i = 1,...J

CONIS(I,Z,S)

z = 1,...,S

1

Iz
C.
I

Iz

C.

1s

s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

exp:
exp"1s

5z

Description

Consumer demand for imported commodity i from source
s in region z (real)

E(1,Z)

Aggregate exports of commodity i from region z (real)

ES(I,Z,S)

Export demand for commodity i from region z, by region s
(real)

i = 1 , ...,I
FZD(1,Z)
z = 1,...,S

Demand for freight services of commodity i from region z
(real)

# i = 1 . .I
s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

Demand by industryj in region z for capital (real)
Demand by industryj in region z for labour (real)

1

fLj

Z=

gov,Dz
gov:
Iz

govis
z

impis
inv,DZ

,.
1,...,S

# i = l,...,
z = 1,...,S

M(J,Z)

Demand by industry j in region z for land (real)

GOVD(1,Z)

Government demand for domestic commodity i in region
z (real)

# i = 1 ,...,I GOVI(1,q
z = 1,...,S

Government demand for aggregate imported commodity .i
in region z (real)

# i = 1,...J

Governrnent demand for imported commodity i from
source s in region z (real)

s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

GOVIS(19Z,S)

i = 1,...,IIMPS(I,Z,S)
s = 1,...,S

Imports of commodity i from source s to region z (real)

,.
z = 1,...,S

Investment demand for domestic commodity i in regionz
(real)
(Continued on next page)
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Table A2: Variables in the SALTER model (continued)
Variable

Range

TABLO name

Description

inv,IZ

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

INVI(I,Z)

Investment demand for imported aggregate commodity i
in region z (real)

INVIS(I,Z,S)

Investment demand for imported commodity i from
source s in regionz (real)

Q(J,Z)

Supply of commodity j in region z (real)

INTD(I,J,Z)

Demand by industryj in region z for domestic commodity
i (real)

# i = 1,...J

INTI(I,J,Z)

Demand by industryj in region z for imported aggregate
commodity i (real)

# i = 1,...J
j = 1,...J
s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

INTIS(I,J,Z,S)

Demand by industryj in region z for imported commodity
i from source s (real)

"

znvis

4;
Dz
r~

x..

# i=1 . .

s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

j=1 , .
z = 1,...,S
# i = 1,...J
j = 1....J

z = 1,...,S
Iz

X..

r~

Iz

'isj

j = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

Prices and price indices

cpiz

z = 1 , ...,S

CPI(Z)

Consumer price index in region z

ez

z = 1 ,...,S

ER(Z)

Exchange rate (local currency price of world currency)

epiz

z = 1,...,S

EPI(Z)

Export price index (fob) in region z

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

PXRC(1,Z)

Price index for exports, by source and commodity

gnepiZ

z = 1 ,...,S

GNEPI(Z)

Price index for gross national expenditure in region z

g~i;

z = 1,...,s

GDPPI(Z)

Price index for expenditure on gross domestic product in
region z

g~ii
ipiz

z = 1,...,S

PFPI(Z)

Primary factor price index in region z

z = 1,...,S

IMPPI(Z)

Price index of imports (cif) in region z (landed duty-free
in world currency)

mp iL?

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

PMRC(1,Z)

Price index for imports of commodity i into region z, at
source weights

ncpiZ

z = 1 ,...,S

IPCR(Z)

National consumption price index in region z
(Continued on next page)
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Table A2: Variables in the SALTER model (continued)
Variable

pz.

Range

TABLO name

Description

IPER(Z)

Equity price index for productive assets in region z

-

PT

Price of freight (in world currency)

z = 1,...,S

IPAHR(Z)

Price index for household sector financial assets in
region z

# z = 1 , ...,S

PF
P",

Basic price of domestic commodity i in region z

P,"
Iz

Pis

pci
Dz

Pci
Iz

Pci
Iz

pcis
z

is
pLi
Dz

p ~ i
Iz
' ~ i
Iz

is
pZ

#

i = 1,...,I
PII(1,Z)
z = 1,...,S

Landed duty-paid price of aggregate imported commodity
i in region z

i = 1,...J
s = 1,...,S
Z = I, ...,S

PI(I,Z,S)

Landed duty-paid price of commodity i from source s in
region z

i = 1I

PCONT(1,Z)

Price of aggregate commodity i paid by consumers in
region z

z = 1,...,S
#

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

PCOND(1,Z)

Price of domestic commodity i paid by consumers in
region z

#

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

PCONI(1,Z)

Price of imported commodity i paid by consumers in
region z

# i = 1,...J
s = 1,...,S
z = l,,..,S

PCONIS(I,Z,S)

Price of imported commodity i from source s paid by
consumers in region z

# i = 1,...J
s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

PES(I,Z,S)

Export price of commodity i from source z to destination s
(fob basis)

# i=1 , .
Z = 1,...,S

PGOVT(1,Z)

Price of commodity i paid by the government in region z

PGOVD(I.Z)

Price of domestic commodity i purchased by the
government in region z

# i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

PGOVI(1,Z)

Price of imported aggregate commodity i purchased by
the government in region z

# i = 1,...J
s = I,...,S
z = 1,...,S

PGOVIS(I,Z,S) Price of imported commodity i from source s purchased
by the government in region z

# i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

PINVT(1,Z)

#

i = 1,...,f

z = 1,...,S

Price of commodity i used for investment in region z
(Continued on next page)
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Table A2: Variables in the SALTER model (continued)
Variable

Range

TABLO name

Description

Dz
'Ki

# i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

PINVD(1,Z)

Price of domestic commodity i used for investment in
region z

Iz
'Ki

# i = 1 ,...,1

PINVI(1,Z)

Price of imported aggregate commodity i used for
investment in region z

# i = I,.,. J
s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

PINVIS(I,Z,S)

Price of imported commodity i from source s used for
investment in region z

# i = 1,...J

PINTT(I,J,Z)

Price of aggregate commodity I paid by industry j in
region z

# i = 1 ,...,I
j = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

PINTD(I,J,Z)

Price of domestic commodity i paid by industry j in
region z

# i= 1 . .

PINTI(I,J,Z)

Price of imported commodity i paid by industryj in
region z

Iz
Kis
z

p pij
DZ
Ppij

Iz
Ppij
Iz

'pisj

z = 1,...,S

j = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

j = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S
# i = 1,...J
j = 1,...J

PINTIS(I,J,Z,S) Price of imported commodity i from source s paid by
industry j in regionz

# i = 1....J
s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

PWS(I,Z,S)

World price of commodity i from source s imported by
region z

s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

wz

Pis

pciz

z = 1 , ...,S

PCAP(Z)

Price index of capital in region z

pmr

z = 1 ,...,S

PNR(Z)

Stock price of land in region z

w LZ

z = 1,...,S

W(Z)

Nominal wage rate in region z

z = 1,...,S

RM(Z)

W;

'

Rental pice of land in region z
Rental price of capital in industry j in region z

zpiz

z = 1,...,S

PG(Z)

Price index for government expenditure in region z

National macroeconomic aggregates
cb

z = 1 ,...,S

ECR(Z)

National consumption expenditure in region z (nominal)
(Continued on next page)
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Table A2: Variables in the SALTER model (continued)
Variable

Range

TABLO name

Description

c;.

z = I,..,&'

CT(Z)

Aggregate nominal household consumption expenditure in
region z

z = 1 , ...,S

CTR(Z)

Real aggregate household consumption in region z

z = 1,...,S

CITCR(Z)

Contribution to terms of trade in region z of price
variation between commodities

i = 1,...J

C?TCRC(I,Z)

Contribution to cttcr of commodity i in region z

c;

z = 1,...,S

CTTVXR(Z)

Contribution to terms of trade in region z of export variety
price variation

C;i

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

CTTVXRC(1,Z) Contribution to cttvxr of commodity i in region z

c;

z = 1,...,S

CTTVMR(Z)

Cii

z = 1,...,S

i = 1,...J

CTTVMRC(1,Z) Contribution to cttvmr of commodity i in region z

z = 1 ,...,S

QYIR(Z)

z

'TR

c;

z = 1,...,S

~QF
d

~

Contribution to terms of trade in region z of import variety
price variation

Ratio of net interest income to national income in region z
(absolute change measured in percentage points)

; z =~1 . S~ QRGIR(Z)

Ratio of government net interest receipts to total
government receipts in region z (absolute change
measured in percentage points)

z = 1 , ...,S

QYHIR(Z)

Ratio of household net interest income to household
disposable income in region z (absolute change measured
in percentage points)

z = l , ...,S

QYSR(Z)

National saving-income ratio in region z (absolute change
measured in percentage points)

z = 1,...,S

BTS(Z)

Ratio of balance of trade to gdp in region z

deEP

z = 1 , ...,S

GCASS(Z)

Ratio of government current account surplus to gdp in
region z (absolute change measured in percentage points)

dQEP

z = l , ...,S

NKIS(Z)

Ratio of net capital inflow to gdp in region z (absolute
change measured in percentage points)

z = 1,...,S

NYAS(Z)

Ratio of net income from abroad to gdp in region z
(absolute change measured in percentage points)

deEp

'

(Continued on next page)
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Table A2: Variables in the SALTER model (continued)
Variable

Range

TABU) name

Description
Depreciation of capital in region z (nominal)
Rate of employment in region z
Aggregate demand for capital in region z
Aggregate demand for labour in region z
Aggregate demand for land in region z
Aggregate labour supply in region z
Aggregate fixed capital earnings in region z (nominal)
Expenditure on gross domestic product in region z
(nominal)
Gross domestic product at factor cost in region z
(nominal)
Gross domestic product in region z (nominal)
Real gdp in region z
Real primary factor employment in region z
Aggregate nominal investment in region z
Real aggregate investment in region z
Gross national expenditure in region z (nominal)
Real gross national expenditure in region z
Real net national expenditure in region z
Terms of ,wade of region z

Y'

y

:

yL

Y;

z = 1,...,S

Y-R(Z)

Nominal income in region z

z = 1,...,S

YER(Z)

Equity income in region z (nominal)

z = 1,...,S

YFN(Z)

Aggregate net primary factor income in region z
(nominal)

# z = 1,...,S

YLR(Z)

Labour income in region z (nominal)

YR-R(Z)

Real income in region z

z = l ,...,S

(Continued on next page)
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Table A2: Variables in the SALTER model (continued)
Variable

Range

TABLO name

Description

y:R
yHZ

z = 1,...,S

YDR(Z)

Real aggregate household disposable income in region z

z = 1,...,S

YHR(Z)

Aggregate nominal household income in region z

Y;
Y,"'

z = 1,...,S

YHDR(Z)

Household disposable income in region z (nominal)

z = 1,...,S

YHPR(Z)

Household property income in region z (nominal)

# z = 1....,S

YHVR(Z)

Household pre-transfer income in region z

yF

Government budget aggregates
g

z = 1,...,S

GC(Z)

Aggregate real government spending on commodities in
region z

O;

z = 1,...,S

OGR(Z)

Government current outlays in region z (nominal)

%c

z = 1,.. .,S

GRCON(Z)

Contribution of consumption taxes to aggregate revenue
from commodity taxes in region z

rz
GD

z = 1 ,...,S

GRDUT(Z)

Contribution of import duties to aggregate revenue from
commodity taxes in region z

rGE
z

z = 1,...,S

GREXP(Z)

Contribution of export taxes to aggregate revenue from
commodity taxes in region z

z

z = 1,...,S

GRGOV(Z)

Contribution of taxes on government commodity
purchases to aggregate revenue from commodity taxes in
region z

rGI

z = 1 , ...,S

GRSUB(Z)

Contribution of indirect industry taxes net of subsidies to
aggregate government revenue in region z

rz
GK

z = 1 , ...,S

GRINV(Z)

Contribution of investment taxes to aggregate revenue
from commodity taxes in region z

rGT
z

z = 1,...,S

RC(Z)

Aggregate commodity tax revenues in region z

rz
GX

z = 1,...,S

GRINT(Z)

Contribution of taxes on intermediate commodity use to
aggregate revenue from commodity taxes in region z

rGY

z = 1 ,...,S

RTYR(Z)

Income tax revenue in region z (nominal)

z

'GG

rz
GYL

# z = 1,...,S

RTYLR(Z)

Tax revenue on labour income in region z (nominal)

rz

# z = l ,...,S

RTYPR(Z)

Tax revenue on property income in region z (nominal)

UGHR(Z)

Government transfer payments to households in region z
(nominal)

GYP

t;

z = 1 ,...,S

(Continued on next page)
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Table A2: Variables in the SALTER model (continued)
Variable
z

YGT
zt.

Range

TABU) name

Description

z = 1,...,S

RGR(Z)

Government receipts in region z (nominal)

z = I, ...,S

ZG(Z)

Government spending on goods and services in region z
(nominal)

ET(Z)

Aggregate exports at fob prices in region z

Trade aggregates

...,S

~XP:

z=1,

expi,

z = 1 ,...,S

ETR(Z)

Real aggregate exports in region z

expilz

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

EI(1,Z)

Aggregate exports of commodity i at fob prices from
region z

expszS

s = 1 , ...,S
z = 1,...,S

ETS(S,Z)

Aggregate exports (fob prices) from region z to region s

exJ)iVi

i = 1,...,I
z = 1,...,S

IVXSC(1,Z)

Exports volume index in region z, basic value weights
excluding intra-region exports and margin exports

imp:

z = 1,...,S

IMPT(Z)

Aggregate imports at landed duty-free prices in world
currency in region z

imp:,

z = 1 , ...,S

IMlTR(Z)

Real aggregate imports in region z

imp:

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

IMPI(1,Z)

Aggregate imports of commodity i by region z (landed
duty-free in world currency)

imps:

s = 1,...,S
z = l,.:.,S

IMFTS(Z,S)

Aggregate imports from region s to region z(1anded dutyfree in world currency)

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

IVMDC(1,Z)

Import volume index in region z, basic value weights
excluding intra-region imports

.

z

'mPrvi

National asset holdings and rates of return

a;
a;

aHz
Hz

a~

# z = 1 ,...,S

AKR(Z),

Value of physical capital in region z

# z = 1,...,S

ANR(Z)

Value of land in region z

z = 1,...,S

AHR(Z)

Household wealth in region z (nominal)

z=1,

...,S AER(Z)

z = 1,...,S

QYBR(Z)

Equity in productive assets in region z
Bond-income ratio in region z (absolute change measured
in percentage points)
(Continued on next page)
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Table A2: Variables in the SALTER model (continued)
Variable

Range

TABLO name

Description

d

~

y z = 1,...,S

QRGBR(Z)

Government bond-income ratio in region z (absolute
change measured in percentage points)

d

~

p z = 1 ,...,S

QYHBR(Z)

Household bond-income ratio in region z (absolute change
measured in percentage points)

ERCRB

Expected rate of change in world bond rate (absolute
change measured in percentage points per year)

a:

z = l , ...,S

RAR(Z)

Average rate of abnormal return on capital in region z
(absolute change measured in percentage points)

a:j

j =1 , .
z = 1,...,S

RARI(J,Z)

Rate of abnormal return on capital in industry j in region z
(absolute change measured in percentage points)

&E

# z = 1,...,S

ERCRBR(Z)

Expected rate of change in world bond rate in region z
(absolute change measured in percentage points per year)

O%iz

# z = 1,...,S

ERCRER(Z)

Expected rate of change in required rate of return on
equity in region z (absolute change measured in
percentage points per year)

z = 1,...,S

ERCRKR(Z)

Expected rate of change in rate of return on capital in
region z (absolute change measured in percentage points
per year)

z = 1 , ...,S

FRER(Z)

Equity premium in region z (absolute change measured in
percentage points)

z~= 1,...,S

ERCFRER(Z)

Expected rate of change in equity premium in region z
(absolute change measured in percentage points per year)

dF'E
d

~

i

a;.

# z=1,

a;

# z = 1,...,S

RER(Z)

Normal rate of return on equity in region z (absolute
change measured in percentage points)

a;

z = 1,...,S

RKR(Z)

Average rate of return on capital in region z (absolute
change measured in percentage points)

RKRI(J,Z)

Rate of return on capital in industry j in region z (absolute
change measured in percentage points)

D(I,Z,S)

Power of the duty applied to imported commodity i from
source s in all uses in region z

...,S RBR(Z)

# j = 1 , ...J
z = 1,...,S

Real bond rate in region z (absolute change measured in
percentage points)

Policy instruments

d 1s
!.

# i = 1,...J
s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

(Continued on next page)
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Table A2: Variables in the SALTER model (continued)
Variable

TABLO name

Description

y z = 1 . ...,S

QRGSR(Z)

Government saving ratio in region z (absolute change
measured in percentage points)

z = 1 ,...,S

QYHSR(Z)

Household saving ratio in region z (absolute change
measured in percentage points)

z = I ,...,S

FUGHR(Z)

Government-to-household transfer shift term in region z

z = 1 ,...,S

FTYLR(Z)

Labour income tax rate shift in region z

'in-

z = 1 ,...,S

FTYPR(Z)

Property income tax rate shift in region z

h;TR

z = 1,...,S

FTYR(Z)

Income tax rate shift in region z

';mi

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

FDDC(1,Z)

Import duty rate shift for destination z and commodity i

hLDis

i = 1,...J
s = l.....S

FDDCS(I,Z,S)

Import duty rate shift for destination z,commodity i and
source s

'gTAi

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

FTESC(1,Z)

Export tax shift for source z and commodity i

is

i = 1,...J
s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

FTESCD(I,Z,S) Export tax shift for source z, commodity i and
destination s

j = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

SQ(J,Z)

Power of industry indirect taxes net of subsidies on
industryj in regionz

# z = 1 ,...,S

TYLR(Z)

Rate of tax on labour income in region z

# z = 1 ,...,S

TYPR(Z)

Rate of tax on property income in region z

i = 1,...I
j = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

TINTD(I,J,Z)

Power of .the ad valorem tax applied to domestic
commodity i purchased by industryj in region z

d

~

'Am
'LYT

s

a
z

t~~
z

t~~

Dz

t..
rl

lz

.

Range

i = 1,...J
= l,,..J
z = 1,...,S

TINTI(I,J,Z)

rl

J

Power of the ad valorem tax applied to imported
commodity i purchased by industry j in region z

Dz

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

TCOND(1,Z)

Power of the ad valorem tax applied to household
consumption of domestic commodity i in region z

i = 1,...,I
I = 1,...,S

TCONI(1,Z)

Power of the ad valorem tax applied to household
consumption of imported commodity i in region z
(Continued on next page)
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Table A2: Variables in the SALTER model (continued)
Variable
z

t~is

Range

TABLO name

Description

i = 1 ,...J

TE(I,Z,S)

Power of the ad valorem tax applied to domestic
commodity i from region z when exported to destination s

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

TGOVD(1,Z)

Power of the ad valorem tax applied to domestic
commodity i purchased by the government in region z

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

TGOVI(1,Z)

Power of the ad valorem tax applied to imported
commodity i purchased by the government in region z

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

TINVD(1,Z)

Power of the ad valorem investment tax applied to
domestic commodity i in region z

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

TINVI(1,Z)

Power of the ad valorem investment tax applied to
imported commodity i in region z

j

1J
z = 1,...,S

Bl(J,Z)

Output augmenting technical change in industryj in
region z

z = 1,...,S

BP(Z)

Primary factor augmenting technical change in region z

j=1 , .

BK(J,Z)

Capital-augmenting technical change in industry j in
region z

j=1 , .
z = 1,...,S

BL(J,Z)

Labour-augmenting technical change in industry j in
region z

s = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

Dz
t ~ i

Iz
t ~ i

Dz
t ~ i

Iz
t ~ i

Modelling instruments

az
j

a;.
az

Kj

a

Lj

z = 1,...,S

Land-augmenting technical change in industry j in
region z
Aggregate technical change in industry j in region z

a

Xj

h;,
G L

j=1
.
z = 1,...,S

BI(J,Z)

Aggregate intermediate input augmenting technical
change in industry j in region z

z = 1,...,S

H(Z)

Population in region z

z = 1,...,S

H4(Z)

Variable used to disconnect wages from the consumer
price index in region z

z = 1,...,S

HG(Z)

Shift term for ratio of real public to private expenditure in
region z

QYB

World bond-income ratio (absoiute change measured in
percentage points)
(Continued on next page)
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Table A2: Variables in the SALTER model (continued)
Variable

Range

TABLO name

Description

RB

World real bond rate (absolute change measured in
percentage points)

WNKIS

Ratio of world net capital inflow to world gdp (absolute
change measured in percentage points)

WNYAS

Ratio of world net interest income to world gdp (absolute
change measured in percentage points)

FW

World demand for freight

gPIF

WFPI

World primary factor price index

wcpi

IPC

World consumption price index

PXC(1)

World price index for exports, by commodity

WgP,

WGP

World gross product (nominal)

winvR

WINVTR

World investment (real)

wk"R
wpi

WKT

World capital stock (real)

WEPI

World price index

yw

Y

World nominal income

YR

World real income

Fw
.W

wepii

W
Yn

i = 1,.,Z

# Variable normally condensed out

I
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Table A3: Coefficients and parameters in the SALTER model
Equation

Parameter

TABLO name

Description

SA1,2

vl:

ETA(IZ)

Elasticity of substitution in production between
domestic commodity i and imported aggregate
commodity i in region z

SA3

?!,

ETAI(1,Z)

Elasticity of substitution in production between
commodity i imported from different sources in
region z

SA4

sDZ
PC

SD(I,JZ)

Share of domestic commodity i in the aggregate use
of commodity i by industry j in region z
Share of imported commodity i in the aggregate use
of commodity i by industry j in region z

SA5

s:~,

SIS(I,JZ,s)

Share of imported commodty i from source s in the
aggregate use of imports of the commodity by
industry j in region z

SA6,7,8

G;

SIGMA(J,Z)

Elasticity of substitution between primary factors in
industry j in region z
Share of primary factor rn in all primary factors used
by industry j in region z

SA9,10,11,
SG17,19
SA12

S&i

LYh

SWtJZ)
sKT(J,Z)
SLT(J,Z)
LAMBDA(I,H,Z)

Share of industry j's use of primary factor k in the
aggregate use of factor k in region z
Elasticity of household demand for commodity i with
respect to the price of commodity h in region z
Elasticity of household demand for commodity i with
respect to aggregate household consumption
expenditure in region z

SA13,14

Pi"

BETA(1,Z)

Elasticity of substitution in household consumption
in region z between domestic commodity i and
imported aggregate commodity i

SA15

~f'

BETAI(1,Z)

Elasticity of substitution in household consumption
in region z between commodities imported from
different sources

SA16

Iz

SCIGIS(I,Z,S)

Share of imported commodity i from source s in
household demand for aggregate imported
commodity i in region z

SA17

s::

SCIGD(1,Z)

Share of domestic commodity i in household demand
for aggregate commodity i in region z
(Continued on next page)
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Table A3: Coefficients and parameters in the SALTER model (continued)
Equation
SA17

SA18,19

SA20

SA21

SA22

Parameter

S:

TABLO name

Description

SCIGI(1,Z)

Share of imported commodity aggregate i in
household demand for aggregate commodity i in
region z

GRHO(1,Z)

Elasticity of substitution in government consumption
in region z between domestic commodity i and
imported aggregate commodity i

gi

GETAI(1,Z)

Elasticity of substitution in government consumption
in region z between commodities imported from
different sources

12

SGVI(I,Z,S)

Share of imported commodity i from source s in
government demand for aggregate imported
commodity i in region z

SGD(1,Z)

Share of domestic commodity i in government
consumption of aggregate commodity i in region z

PLi

'cis

s:;

Share of imported aggregate commodity i in
government consumption of aggregate commodity i
in region z
Elasticity of substitution in investment demand in
region z between domestic commodity i and imported
aggregate commodity i
IETAI(1,Z)

Elasticity of substitution in investment demand in
region z between commodities imported from
different sources
Share of imported commodity i from sources in
investment use of imported commodity i in region z
Share of domestic commodity i in investment use of
aggregate commodity i in region z
Share of imported aggregate commodity i in
investment use of aggregate commodity i in region z
Share of domestic intermediate commodity i in total
costs of industry j in region z
Share of imported intermediate commodity aggregate
i in total costs of industry j in region z
Share of primary factor k in total costs of industry j in
region z
(Continued on nextpage)
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Table A3: Coefficients and parameters in the SALTER model (continued)
Equation

Parameter

TABLO name

Description
Share of aggregate intermediate input use in total
costs of industry j in region z

SB2

"F,

W(J,Z)

SB4

s;&

SIT2(I,Z,S)

Share of imported commodity i from source s in
imports of aggregate commodity i by region z (landed
duty-paid basis)

wz

SWB(I,Z,S)

Share of the fob value in the landed duty-free value
of commodity i from source s in region z

SWM(I,Z,S)

Share of the international freight cost in the landed
duty-free value of commodity i from source s in
region z

SMF(I,S)

Share of international freight services of commodity i
supplied by region s in the total world value of all
international freight services

SB14
SB 14

'"is

SF:

SB15

Dz

SC1

SC1

SXD(I,JZ>

~,"c.

SCID(1Z)

Dz

SCl
SC1

'~xij

'QEi

'

Dz
'QCi

SED(IZ)

Share of aggregate primary factor use in total costs of
industry j in region z

Share of intermediate use by industry j in aggregate
demand for domestically produced commodity i in
region z
Share of household consumption in aggregate
demand for domestically produced commodity i in
region z
Share of exports in aggregate demand for
domestically produced commodity i in region z

SGOVD(1,Z)

Share of government use in aggregate demand for
domestically produced commodity i in region z

SC 1

s:'

SINVD(1,Z)

Share of investment use in aggregate demand for
domestically produced commodity i in region z

SC2

,

SxI(1J Z $ )

Share of intermediate demand by industry j in
imports of commodity i from source s in region z

SC2
SC2
SC2

Iz

Share of investment demand in imports of
commodity i from source s in region z

'mb

SWI(IZ,S)

sic&

SCII(IZ,S)

Share of consumption demand in imports of
commodity i from source s in region z

SGOVI(I,Z,S)

Share of government demand in imports of
commodity i from source s ic region z
(Continued on next page)
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Table A3: Coefficients and parameters in the SALTER model (continued)
Equation

Parameter

TABLO name

Description

SD1,3,9

Y,"

YCHHPPR(Z)

Household property income, by region

SD173,SE14

T:

URGVHHR(Z)

Government transfers to private households in region
z (level)

SD1,7

Y HZ

YCHHR(Z)

Aggregate household income, by region

SD1,9,SH22

Y:

Lrn(Z)

Labour income, by region

SD3

Y/

YCHHITR(Z)

Net interest income of households, by region

SD3,4

y;

YCEQR(Z)

Equity income, by region

SD4,5,SH22

F ; ~

KTT(z)

Aggregate fixed capital earnings, by region

F;M"

M'rTZ)

SD4,SI4

DEP'

DEPRL(Z)

Value of depreciation, by region

SD5

"Am,

cAP(J,z)

Fixed capital earnings, by region and industry

SD6,SG2,3,9

AF

ASHHBDR(Z)

Net household ownership of bonds, by region

R~

RTBD

World real bond rate

RVTXYCR(Z)

Income tax revenue, by region

SD4,SH22

SD6,SE5,
SG15,SH25
SD7,9,SE1,2

Aggregate returns to land, by region

Aggregate household consumption expenditure, by
region
SVT(Z)

Household savings, by region

YCHI-IPVR(Z)

Household pre-transfer income, by region
Elasticity of labour supply to real after-tax wages in
region z

SDlO

xE

SDlO

Rk

RTYY D(Z)

Ratio of income tax on labour to after-tax labour
income in region z

SDll

GJ

H3(Z)

Wage indexation parameter'in region z

RCGVR(Z)

Government receipts, by region
(Continued on next page)
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Table A3: Coefficients and parameters in the SALTER model (continued)
Equation

Parameter

SE1

Y,"'

SE1,6-12,
SH22,24

RdT

SE2
SE2

T;NL

T;L

TABLO name

Description

RCGVITR(Z)

Government net interest receipts, by region

GRCOMT(Z)

Total government revenue from commodity taxes, by
region

RVTXYCPPR(Z)

Tax on property income, by region

RVTXYCLBR(Z)

Tax on labour income, by region

SE5,SG2,10

A:

ASGVR(Z)

Net government ownership of bonds, by region

SE6

Dz
E..

DINT(1,JZ)
+ 'I-RD (1J,Z)

Tax-inclusive expenditure on intermediate use of
domestic commodity i by industry j in region z
(level)

'J

Tax-inclusive expenditure on intermediate use of
commodity i imported from source s by industry j in
region z (level)
Taxes paid on intermediate use of domestic
commodity i by industry j in region z (level)
Taxes paid on intermediate use of imported
commodity i from source s by industry j in region z
Tax-inclusive household consumption expenditure on
domestic commodity i in region z (level)
Tax-inclusive household consumption expenditure on
commodity i imported from source s in region z
(level)
Taxes paid on household consumption of domestic
commodity i in region z (level)
Taxes paid on household consumption of imported
commodity i from source s in region z (level)
Tax-inclusive government expenditure on domestic
commodity i in region z (level)
Tax-inclusive government expenditure on commodity
i imported from source s in region z (level)
Taxes paid on domestic commodity i purchased by
the government in region z (level)
Taxes paid on imp~rtedcommodity i from source s
purchased by the government in region z (level)
(Continued on next page)
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Table A3: Coef'ficients and ~arametersin the SALTER model (continued)
Equation

Parameter

TABLO name

Description

SE9

E::

mv(IZ)
+ TIRD(1,Z)

Tax-inclusive investment expenditure on domestic
commodity i in region z (level)

SE9

E&

IINVS(IZ,S)
+ TIRIS(IZ,S)

Tax-inclusive investment expenditure on commodity
i imported from source s in region z (level)
Taxes paid on domestic commodity i used in
investment in region z (level)
Taxes paid on imported commodity i from source s
used in investment in region z (level)

SElO

E&

COSTINP(J,Z)

Total costs of industry j in region z (level)

SElO

S&

TSR(JZ)

Indirect taxes net of subsidies provided by industry j
in region z (level)

VALEXP(I,Z,S)

Tax-inclusive value of exports of commodity i from
region z to destination s (level)

TER(IZ,S)

Taxes paid on exports of commodity i from region z
to destination s (level)

IMPLS(IZ,S)
+ DR(IZ,S)

Tax-inclusive value of imports of commodity i from
source s to region z (level)

DR(IZ,S)

Duty paid on imported commodity i from source s in
region z (level)

OLGVR(Z)

Government current outlays, by region

SPGVR(Z)

Government surplus on current account, by region

SEll
SEll

";is

Government current spending on goods and services
in region z (level)
SITI(I,Z,S)

Share of imports of commodity i from source s in
total imports of commodity i by region z

SITS(I,Z,S)

Share of imports of commodity i from region s in
total imports from region s by region z

SMPBVETDC-S(IZ,S)

Share of imports of commodity i from source s in
total imports of commodity i by region z (in basic
values)
Share of non-margins exports of commodity i from
region z to region s in total exports of commodity i
from region z (fob basis)
(Continued on next page)
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Table A3: Coefficients and parameters in the SALTER model (continued)
Equation
SF5.19

SF6
SF7

SF7

SF8,SH17

SFlO,SH16

SFlO,SH16
SF14,16
SF14,18
SF20

Parameter
'LIFi

%SLY

%is

':pi

'LTis

SiAk

'LAFi

Ski
';Ti
';Ri

TABLO name
SESM(1Z)

Description
Share of margins exports of commodity i from region
in total exports of commodity i from region z (fob
basis)

z

SE?TS(IZ,S)

Share of exports of commodity i in total exports from
region z to region s

STES(I,Z,S)

Share of non-margins exports of commodity i to
region s in total aggregate exports of commodity i by
region z (in basic values)

S~S(IZ)

Share of margins exports of commodity i from
region z in total exports of commodity i from region z
(in basic values)

SIT(I,Z,S)

Share of imports of commodity i from region s in
total imports by region z (at landed duty-free prices
in world currency)

SETTNM(IZ,S)

Share of non-margins exports (fob) of commodity i
from region z to region s in total exports (fob) of
region z

SETTM(1,Z)

Share of margins exports (fob) of commodity i from
region z in total exports (fob) from region z

S-XPBDR-C(1,Z)

Share of exports of commodity i from region z in
total exports from region z (fob basis)

S-MPSCR-C(1,Z)

Share of imports of commodity i in total imports into
region z (computed of source)

S-XPBDC-R(1,Z)

Share of exports of commodity i from region z in
total world exports of commodity i (in world
currency)

SF21

EXP&

~BDR~Z)

Total exports (fob) from region z , expressed in world
currency

SF21

WEXPT

XPBD

Total exports (fob) from all regions, expressed in
world currency

SF22

'Liz

S-MPSCRC-S(S,I,Z)

Share of imports of commodity i from source s in
total imports of commodity i by region z (computed
at source)

' h i

S-MPSCRC-T(1,Z)

SF22

Share of freight in imports of commodity i by region
z (computed at source)

(Continued on next page)
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Table A3: Coefficients and parameters in the SALTER model (continued)
Equation
SF23
SF24

Parameter

PF
G k

TABLO name

Description

BT

Elasticity of substitution between freight sources

SFS(I,Z,S)

Share of freight services of commodity i exported
from region z to region s in total freight services on
exports

SF25

':E~ir

SXPBVETSC-D(I,Z,S)

Share of exports (excluding margin exports and intraregion exports) of commodity i from region z to
region s in total extra-region non-margin exports of
commodity i from region z (basic values)

SG 1

A~

ASBD

World net ownership of bonds

SG1,2,SH25

A;

ASBDR(Z)

Net ownership of bonds in region z

SG 1,SJ2

yw

YC

World nominal income
Nominal income in region z

SGl,SJ2,3,7,8

E'

ECRT(Z)

Exchange rate in region z (local currency price of
world currency)

SG23,8,SH27

YF

Y CHHDPR(Z)

Household disposable income, by region

SG3,4,5,8

A,"

ASEQR(Z)

Equity in productive assets in region z

SG3,8,9

AHZ

ASHHR(Z)

Household wealth in region z

SG~,S,SJ~

SF

ASKPR(Z)

Value of capital in region z

SG4,5

:S

ASLNR(Z)

Value of land in region z

SG8

cy

CEACWTHHO~R(Z)

Coefficient capturing quasi-dynamics in household
wealth accumulation, defined in McDougall(1993b)

SGS

CF

CEACWTHHO2R(Z)

Coefficient capturing quasi-dynamics in household
wealth accumulation, defined in McDougall(1993b)

SG8,lO

T

LGPRSM

Length of the simulation interval

SGlO

c,"'

CEACWTGVO lR(Z)

Coefficient capturing quasi-dynamics in government
wealth accumulation, defined in McDougall(1993b)

SGlO

c,"

CEACWTGV02R(Z)

Coefficient capturing quasi-dynamics in government
wealth accumulation, defined in McDougall(1993b)
(Continued on next page)
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Table A3: Coefficients and parameters in the SALTER model (continued)
Equation
SG14,17

Parameter
R;,

TABLO name

RTKPGRRI(J,Z)

Description
Gross rate of return on capital in industry j in rzgion z
Elasticity of expected rate of return on capital with
respect to capital stock in region z (a general
equilibrium elasticity calculated by model simulation
(McDougall 1993b), the value for which is negative)
Ratio of gross investment to the existing capital
stock, by region
Depreciation rate, by region
Steady state capital stock growth rate (measured as
actual growth rate of capital stock)
Average gross rate of return on capital in region z
Coefficient of adjustment in returns to capital, by
region
Rate of abnormal return on capital, by region and
industry
Average rate of abnormal return on capital, by region
Gross domestic product, by region

Aggregate investment spending, by region
Total imports (cif), by region
Total exports (fob), by region
Share of capital in industry j in gross domestic
product at factor cost in region z
Share of labour in gross domestic product at factor
cost in region z
Share of land in gross domestic product at factor cost
in region z
Gross national expenditure, by region
(Continued on next page)
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Table A3: Coefficients and parameters in the SALTER model (continued)
Equation
SH4
SH4

Parameter
s;L

Skj

TABLO name

SLYF(Z)

SKYWJZ)

Description
Share of labour in aggregate net factor income in
region z
Share of gross capital earnings in industry j in
aggregate net factor income in region z
Share of land in aggregate net factor income in
region z
Ratio of depreciation to aggregate net factor income
in region z
Share of household expenditure in net national
expenditure in region z
Share of gross investment spending in net national
expenditure in region z
Ratio of depreciation to net national expenditure in
region z
Share of government expenditure in net national
expenditure in region z
Share of domestic commodity i in aggregate
household demand in region z
Share of imported commodity i from source s in
aggregate household demand in region z
Share of domestic commodity i in aggregate
investment expenditure in region z
Share of imported aggregate commodity i in
aggregate investment expenditure in region z
Share of domestic commodity i in aggregate
government purchases of commodities in region z
Share of imported aggregate commodity i in
aggregate government purchases of commodities in
region z
Gross national product, by region
Net interest income, by region
Net factor income in region z
(Continued on next page)
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Table A3: Coefficients and parameters in the SALTER model (continued)
Equation

Parameter

TABLO name

Description

SH26,28,SJ3

C:

EPCSR(Z)

National consumption expenditure, by region

SH27,SI4

SAV'

SVR(Z)

Saving, by region

SI4,SJ6

KA'

NCIL(Z)

Net capital inflow, by region

TB'

BTL(Z)

Domestic currency value of the trade surplus, by
region

WGP

WGPL

World gross product

cw

EPCS

World consumption expenditure

WBY

YCIT

World net interest income

WKA

WNCIL

World net capital inflow

WKS

ASKP

World capital stock

WIE

WINVTT

World investment expenditure

SWGDPFC(Z)

Share of region z in world gross product at factor cost

SkDP
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APPENDIX A

Table A4: Exogenous variables in a long-run closure of the SALTER model
Variable

em:

Range
z = 1,...S

TABLO name

EM(Z)

Description
Rate of employment in region z
Aggregate demand for land in region z

de,'

-

QYB

World bond-income ratio (absolute change measured
in percentage points)

j = 1S
z = 1,...,S

RARI(J,Z)

Rate of abnormal return on capital in industry j in
region z (absolute change measured in percentage
points)

z = 1,...,S

FRER(Z)

Equity premium in region z (absolute change
measured in percentage points)

z = 1,...,S

ERCFRER(Z)

Expected rate of change in the equity premium in
region z (absolute change measured in percentage
points per year)

QYHSR(Z)

Ratio of household saving to disposable income in
region z (absolute change measured in percentage
points)

z = 1,...,S

HG(Z)

Shift term for ratio of real public to private
expenditure in region z

z = 1,...,S

FUGHR(Z)

Government-to-household transfer shift term in
region z

z = 1,...,S

QRGSR(Z)

Ratio of government savings to aggregate
government receipts in region z (absolute change
measured in percentage points)

z = 1 ,...,s

FTYL~(Z)

~ a b o uincome
r
tax rate shift in region z

z = l ,...,S

FTYPR(Z)

Property income tax rate shift in region z

hLDAi

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

FDDC(I,Z)

Import duty rate shift for commodity i imported by
region z (irrespective of source)

hbis

i = 1,...,I
FDDCS(I,Z,S)
z = 1,...,S

dF;E
d~::

d~,"'

hLPE

d~,"'

hLYT
h;YT

z=

1,...,S

s = 1,...,S

Import duty rate shift for commodity i imported by
region z from regions
(Continued on next page)
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Table A4: Exogenous variables in a long-run closure of the SALTER model (continued)
Variable

TABLO name

Range

i = 1 ,...,
FTESC(1,Z)
I
z = 1,...,S

Description
Export tax shift for commodity i exported by rzgion
z (irrespective of destination)

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S
s = 1,...,S

FTESCD(I,Z,S) Export tax shift for commodity iexported by region
z to region s

j

SQ(J,Z)

Power of industry indirect taxes net of subsidies on
industry j in region z

1

,

z = 1,...,S

t..

Dz

i=1 , .
j = 1,...J
Z = 1,...,S

TINTD(I,J,Z)

Power of the ad valorem tax applied to domestic
commodity i purchased by industryj in region z

Iz

i = 1,...J
j = 1,...J
Z = 1,...,S

TINTI(I,J,Z)

Power of the ad valorem tax applied to imported
commodity i purchased by industryj in region z

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

TCOND(1,Z)

Power of the ad valorem tax applied to the
consumption of domestic commodity i in region z

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

TCONI(1,Z)

Power of the ad valorem tax applied to the
consumption of imported commodity i in region z

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

TGOVD(1,Z)

Power of the ad valorem tax applied to domestic
commodity i purchased by the government in
region z

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

TGOVI(1,Z)

Power of the ad valorem tax applied to imported
commodity i purchased by the government in
region z

i = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

TINVD(1,Z)

Power of the ad valorem investment tax applied to
domestic commodity i in region z

i = 1 ,...J

TINVI(1,Z)

Power of the ad valorem investment tax applied to
imported commodity i in region z

j

1 , .
z = 1,...,S

Bl(J,Z)

Output augmenting technical change in industryj in
region z

z = 1,...,S

BP(Z)

Primary factor augmenting technical change in
region z

j =1 , .
z = 1,...,S

BL(J,Z)

Labour-augmenting technical change in industry j in
region z

1 . .
z = 1,...,S

BK(J,Z)

Capital-augmenting technical change in industry j in
region z

t..
1J

z = 1,...,S

j
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Table A4: Exogenous variables in a long-run closure of the SALTER model (continued)
Variable

Range

TABLO name

j = 1,...J
z = 1,...,S

1

J

z = 1,...,S
z = 1,...,S

e

z=1,

.W

gPIF

-

...,S

Description

BM(J,Z)

Land-augmenting technical change in industry j in
region z

BI(J,Z)

Aggregate intermediate input augmenting technical
change in industry j in region z

H(Z)

Population in region z

ER(Z)

Exchange rate (local currency price of world
currency)

WPFF'I

World primary factor price index
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